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Leading Ecommerce Business
Meets Sales Objectives

Challenges

About The Customer

The company initially developed and operated its e-commerce platform using public cloud infrastructure from a single 
leading vendor. Leading up to the 2022 summer sale, the company expanded its environment to a second and di�erent 
public cloud environment. The entire e-commerce platform now runs in a multi-cloud environment to assure scalability 
and reliability with failover if one of the public cloud infrastructure providers experiences problems.

Gaining comprehensive visibility for a complex platform hosted in one public cloud is challenging. Gaining unified 
visibility into a distributed application hosted in a multi-cloud IT environment is even more challenging.
The IT department uses several monitoring tools in both public cloud environments to gain visibility. However, they 
learned over the years that  IT monitoring tools have inherent blind spots that sometimes result in situations where 
the status indicators show all is well, but all transactions and sales decline. Fortunately, they become aware of 
these situations thanks to customers who notify customer support. So, the company had the following interrelated 
high-level requirements:

• Continuously monitor customer activity to assure exceptional experiences and sales

• Have a simple outside-looking-in view of the performance of its newly implemented multi-cloud environment

• Simplicity to be ready within one calendar quarter to increase their visibility starting at least two weeks before 
their summer sale began

A leading e-commerce company that sells consumer products. Their platform facilitates hundreds of sales transactions 
daily for over 1.5 million products. In addition to sales transactions, their website allows sellers and buyers to interact 
directly, answer questions, post and read reviews, create wishlists, and interact in many other ways.

Since the Prime Day mega sale began in the summer of 2015, other e-commerce businesses, including this one, 
must do the same to capture sales and revenue. Just like the traditional holiday shopping season from Black Friday 
through Christmas, website visits and sales transactions increase. During its recent summer sale, all website 
engagement increased threefold.

Real-Time Insights Helps Keep 
Customers Happy and Sales Flowing



Meeting the Challenge of Gaining
Continuous Customer-Perspective Visibility
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Out Of The Blue™ (OTB) is a provider of Augmented and Autonomous Analytics that specializes in providing 
Customer Intelligence to extend any organization’s visibility to quickly know if any digital touchpoints are subpar or 
broken, causing poor customer experiences.

Customer Intelligence conveys whether customers can access a website, successfully transact business, and 
perform all other functions the organization’s platform o�ers. Customer Intelligence encompasses a business 
perspective. It helps to understand marketing campaign performance, sales promotion uptake, sales conversions, 
and other marketing and sales metrics such as CLTV, ARPU, AOV, GMV, Visits, Views, Bounce Rate, Clickthrough, etc.

A huge benefit of using OTB Perceive is that instrumentation is not required for public cloud infrastructure or their 
application because Perceive ingests data from Google Analytics plus additional data from the customer’s 
application log stored in the Snowflake Data Cloud. It neither touches nor disrupts the operation of the 
organization’s IT infrastructure or applications. Perceive is SaaS, so there was nothing to install or maintain, and 
the OTB’s Customer Success team helped make onboarding easy and quick. And because of the simplicity of 
Perceive’s familiar and intuitive Insights Feed user interface, which works just like a LinkedIn feed, the end-users 
started using it immediately after a brief remote training session.

“We needed thorough visibility into our customers' activities and experiences,  as well as the performance of our 
e-commerce platform recently distributed across a multi-cloud environment,” said the VP of Ecommerce 
Operations. “We also needed to leverage extended visibility in the few short months between when our multi-cloud 
implementation was completed and when customers would visit our e-commerce website for our summer mega sale.”

Using OTB Perceive, the company gained a business perspective that gives it a continuous understanding of customer 
interactions and behavior and how that impacts business. The combination of customer and business perspectives goes 
beyond the visibility from their existing IT-centric monitoring, by adding insights into whether customers can interact 
with all of the features of their website and make purchases. 



Choosing Out Of The Blue
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Conclusion

The company quickly realized that in addition to meeting its visibility objectives OTB Perceive calculates and 
explains KPI status and changes. The leadership team is planning how it and other decision-makers will use this 
information more broadly to turbocharge their business analysts and their processes to increase e�ciency for 
all its departments, including Marketing, Sales, Logistics, and IT Operations.

The e-commerce company had little time to identify and evaluate visibility solutions from potential vendors. 
Shortly after learning about OTB and receiving a demonstration, they concluded that Perceive met their 
requirements. The company executed a subscription for the Perceive SaaS solution and was onboarded with 
assistance from OTB’s Customer Success team in just seven business days.

The following benefits were acknowledged leading up to and through the summer mega sale:

• The company met its objectives for sales revenue and was able to have continuous peace of mind knowing 
that no major problems arose from its e-commerce platform

• Broader overall visibility by gaining customer and business perspectives that complement their IT-centric 
monitoring solutions

• They were able to gain continuous visibility into their e-commerce platform without using agents or any other 
instrumentation of their infrastructure or applications

• Using Perceive is a low-risk option because the analytics just work and it does not interfere with the operation 
and performance of their e-commerce platform

• Onboarding was fast and painless;  their implementation team was just two people - a program manager and 
two part-time days from just one IT person to assist with access to their data from Google Analytics and 
Snowflake

As OTB’s customer needed and hoped, the simplicity of the Perceive solution met their needs, and it exceeded 
their expectations. Starting with an online demonstration, the team of evaluators at the e-commerce company 
quickly learned that OTB provides insights in a new modern way that eliminates the risk and ine�ciencies that 
often either doom or handicap large-scale analytics projects.

Following the summer mega sale, the VP of Ecommerce Operations stated that “we now consider this project as 
the first phase of operationalizing analytics-driven insights using OTB Perceive, and are now looking forward to 
future phases and the benefits we will gain from doing so.”

Future Plans


